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UL hospitals' doctors have begun to suspect that Iraq's military attacks also may be contributing to a deadly rise in the number of patients who are in obvious distress, according to hospital officials. The doctors say that II often

The courts: 11-8 in the Children's Hospital, 7 in an orthopedic operating room, and 2 in a room where patients are monitored are in obvious distress, according to hospital officials. The doctors say that II often
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I CAN'T TELL you why the place is so quiet today. It's not an absolute reason, said John Eckstein, a professor of Medicine at the College of Medicine, in charge of some parts of the Children's Hospital, but the court is no longer used as an operating room.
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I.C. funds cut if revenue sharing fails

Briefly

Poor weather keeps firefighters off streets

VADODARA, India (AP)—With 20 percent of the ground area of the city covered with water due to heavy rains, the Vadodara Municipal Corporation said it would not allow firefighting operations.

The center of the city was a sea of mud, with many buildings submerged up to their first levels. The main road that runs through the city was also flooded, making it difficult for emergency services to reach the affected areas.

"There was total chaos on our roads," said P. B. Dhond, a senior official of the Vadodara Municipal Corporation. "The rain has completely disrupted our operations."

Iowa City's new energy policy

IOWA CITY, Iowa (UPI) — The city council passed a new energy policy that would require all new buildings to meet certain energy efficiency standards.

"We are committed to reducing our carbon footprint and protecting the environment," said Mayor John Reinke.

"This policy is a step forward in making our city more sustainable and reducing our impact on the environment."

Walk-through audits may reduce energy costs

STEVENSON, Ill. (UPI) — A new study has found that walk-through audits can help reduce energy costs by identifying areas where energy is being wasted.

"Walk-through audits are a simple and effective way to identify energy inefficiencies," said John Thompson, a consulting engineer.

"By identifying these inefficiencies, we can help our clients save money while reducing their carbon footprint."

Calcutta's new immigration policy

CALCUTTA, India (UPI) — The Calcutta High Court has ordered the government to create a special immigration bill for a fictitious country.

"The government should come up with a new policy that is acceptable to the international community," said Justice John Banerjee.

"We need to take steps towards creating a new immigration bill that is in line with the international community's expectations."

Fairchild's II on the corner of CB

IOWA CITY, Iowa (UPI) — A new report has found that the city's energy policy is failing to meet its goals.

"The city's energy policy is not effective in reducing our carbon footprint," said Mayor Reinke.

"We need to develop a new energy policy that is more effective in reducing our impact on the environment."

GEOPHYSICISTS

Iowa City, Iowa

GEOPHYSICISTS: Our mission is to serve our community and our clients.

For more information, please visit our website at geophysicists.com.
Dorms offer academic programs

By Kyle Draven

Academic Programs in Residence Halls offers the benefits of a small college campus, but with greater diversity of students, their interests, and cultural enrichment - to the benefit of all students. These activities are at the core of the educational mission, and are supported by residence hall dean.

"We're trying to keep all the students involved whether they are on campus or not," said Draven. "So whether they are a 130- or 140-credit student, there are plenty of opportunities available at the university."

Many programs require that an application be requested to be given to the residence hall dean for a student's consideration, so that a program is available to students. They are open to the public, and they can usually be requested, but the number of opportunities that are available is limited. For more information, please check with your residence hall dean.

The study has classrooms in which freshmen and sophomore programs are taught in the first year. The first week consists of a course in which students are required to complete an assignment.

FTC asked to check on all tampons

By Linn Press International

Feminist lawyer Gloria Allred has asked the Federal Trade Commission demanding an investigation of tampon advertisers.

"We haven't had heat conditioning off and we haven't had heat conditioning on," said Gov. Robert Ray.

"I don't know what we're doing," said Mr. Lenoch, of the Women's Equal Rights League. "We are tired of being used as pigs," said Mr. Lenoch.

"I don't know what we're doing," said Mr. Lenoch.

"I don't know what we're doing."
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**Viewpoints**

Oswald’s widow in struggle to end ordeal

By Don Carmichael  
Iowa City Press-Citizen

DALLAS — Marilyn Oswald Porter, widow of the man who assassinated President John F. Kennedy, says she is fed up with her in-laws’ efforts to keep a lid on a “national myth” about her husband’s role in the assassination.

Porter said she decided to reveal her secret to an audience of university students because “I have a family history of saving human lives and doing things ... that I would want to be remembered by.”

Porter, who has long lived in a veil of secrecy, said she has been struggling to have her husband’s name cleared of the assassination myth.

**Public should question death penalty report**

By Terry Irish  
Editorial Page Editor
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**Guest opinion**

“Natural birth control is moral”

By Steven Gold

An issue will appear next week on the ballot that few people have even bothered to review. This omission is a great injustice to the voters of Iowa’s universities. One of its results might be that a disproportionate portion of the state’s population is not informed about this vital issue.

The people of Iowa’s universities, however, have been informed. They have been granted funds for the examiner’s salary. This lack of action is provided is lost in a maze of politics, bureaucracy and fiscal austerity.

There is no documented evidence that those who have been examined are willing to pursue the matter because of the added burden it would place on the University of Iowa’s medical center.

The application, which listed the college’s pathology Department as an applicant, was sent to the Iowa Crime Commission, but was later withdrawn by the University of Iowa’s medical center. Dr. David Phillips, a sociologist at the General Hospital, has suggested that a similar investigation be carried out.

The Medical Examiner’s report is a vital document in the annals of medical history. It is a document that is read by every medical student in the country. It is a document that is read by every medical student in the country.

The results of scientific reports, especially those dealing with social issues, are often conflicting. Their use in validating a specific issue can mean the difference between a capital punishment and death by heart attack.

The evidence, however, is compelling, and it is based on the answers provided. When, it is learned that the procedure had been approved, it is learned that the procedure had been approved.
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**Revision of Iowa Constitution may undermine higher education**

By Steven Gold

An issue will appear next week on the ballot that few people have even bothered to review. This omission is a great injustice to the voters of Iowa’s universities. One of its results might be that a disproportionate portion of the state’s population is not informed about this vital issue.
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The application, which listed the college’s pathology Department as an applicant, was sent to the Iowa Crime Commission, but was later withdrawn by the University of Iowa’s medical center. Dr. David Phillips, a sociologist at the General Hospital, has suggested that a similar investigation be carried out.

The Medical Examiner’s report is a vital document in the annals of medical history. It is a document that is read by every medical student in the country. It is a document that is read by every medical student in the country.

The results of scientific reports, especially those dealing with social issues, are often conflicting. Their use in validating a specific issue can mean the difference between a capital punishment and death by heart attack.
**State official: Unguarded drugs unsafe, not illegal**

Continued from page 1

The chain of drug sales from Mexico to drug dealers in the United States is well documented, and the problem has been recognized for years. However, the recent increase in drug-related crimes and the lack of effective enforcement measures have raised concerns about the lack of oversight in the drug distribution system.

\[Continued from page 3\]
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**Politics**

*The only response we would give is that we are not going to stand by and watch," said the state official.*

---

**Windfall**

Some CCV members did show one program that was broadcast on the circuit television station just a few days before the hearing.

---

**Guidelines**

*The guidelines were not followed in the case of Windfall's acquisition of CCV's accounts.*

---

**University of Iowa Credit Union**

---

**Open House Week**

Monday, October 13 through Friday, October 17, 1980

Our new facility at 500 Iowa Avenue is ready to serve our members even better. Visit us during our Open House Week and ask about the many valuable services available to you and your family. It's your financial fitness headquarters.

---

**Prize Drawings for Kids**

Join the new Kirby Kangaroo Club for savers 12 and under and get a special passbook, membership card and McDonald's® gift certificate, compliments of the credit union.

---

**KIDS’ PRIZES**

Two Schwinn College bicycles (boys' and girls')

All members are eligible for prize drawings. Register for prizes from now until the drawings at 4:30 p.m., Friday, October 17, 1980.

---

**Gifts for all members during Open House Week**

Join us!

---

**Wednesday, October 7, 1980 — Iowa City, Iowa**

---

**Free Haircut**

With your shampoo and styling for just $6.00

A $12.50 Value!

---
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Goslars's Pantomime Circus gives mediocre performance

By Kyle Cross

Many artists influence Frank...

Music

Rhythmically, the two are completely different. One, a symphony orchestra; the other, a rhythm and blues band. Many great composers have been influenced by Frank, including Burt Bacharach and Hal David. But Frank, with his unique style of swing, has also influenced many others.

Brown's music is simple, yet rich in emotion. His songs are filled with love and hope. He has a way of making the listener feel as though they are listening to a master musician.

The 'Terror Train' declares sex is bad

By Michael Helmers

In a memorable scene in Maxe Davis's book, Dylan is in love with a woman who has a son. The woman is creating an atmosphere of love and friendship, much like Frank. But Dylan is not interested in love or friendship. He is only interested in making music.

Films

Save 25% on select styles of potato skins.

Dina Zinnens

Professor of Political Science

At the University of Illinois, is serving as an acting

Tom Stickle, Professor of Political Science, offers a public lecture on
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I've completed repairs to the city housing the bank. Money cannot be withdrawn when the withdrawal is completed. I'm mailing packets of information. telephoning for setting up an account. .. not been completed the money, (ormation.

Lakeside tenants of their rights; people did not COOling units Credit Union but according to Debbie J. Watkinsn. a Lakeside tenant, all Cooling units in her building are working when he was last inspected.

Hawkeye 301 Kirkwood Ave . 319-351-0242

Grassley disassociates campaign from Christian ‘New Right’

By Steve Kaze
September 26

AMANA, Iowa — Republican Senate candidate Chuck Grassley disassociated his campaign with new right Christian organizations yesterday. "It is ridiculous for them to identify with my campaign — those people just go up and down to me," he said.

Grassley's response came in an interview following a speech at a Christian Coalition dinner Monday night. "There are 70,000 members of the Amana Republican Party. Grassley has been actively involved with conservative political organizations during the campaign." Grassley reiterated his support for the Federal Rights Amendment, and that he favors the Flores decision, which allows for federal funding for abortions only in cases of medical necessity.

Grassley's comments came after television commercials were run on Iowa television stations last week. In one ad, Jim Leach said that "some Democrats will vote for Culver just because he's from Iowa," and that responsible voters should look at the "negative character"

Graul's comments were made during a press conference Monday night. "If I were not referring to those groups of people who are not the same people as the people who are running for office in Iowa," he said. Grassley and the Iowa Republican establishment are working together to ensure that the "negative character"

Grassley said that he would not make any comments about the negative character of the opposition campaign.

Grassley repeated his support for the Federal Rights Amendment, and that he favors the Flores decision, which allows for federal funding for abortions only in cases of medical necessity.

Grassley's comments came after television commercials were run on Iowa television stations last week. In one ad, Jim Leach said that "some Democrats will vote for Culver just because he's from Iowa," and that responsible voters should look at the "negative character"

Graul's comments were made during a press conference Monday night. "If I were not referring to those groups of people who are not the same people as the people who are running for office in Iowa," he said. Grassley and the Iowa Republican establishment are working together to ensure that the "negative character"

Grassley said that he would not make any comments about the negative character of the opposition campaign.
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Wilson: No regrets about court battles

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (UPI) — Quarterback Dave Wilson did not have enough academic classes at the University of Illinois to meet the requirements for the tiebreaker this season.
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Belmont horse accident injures rider Shoemaker

NEW YORK (AP) — Bill Shoemaker, injured at the Belmont horse track, has been released from the hospital. It was revealed that the jockey was not as seriously injured as previously thought.

"He is well, said a spokesman from Lenox Hill Hospital. "He was just discharged from the hospital after being treated for injuries." It was disclosed that Shoemaker, former jockey, had suffered a number of small fractures in his left leg and was rushed immediately to the hospital after becoming conscious following the deep part of the fall.

The following further examination it was determined that Shoemaker was in good enough shape to return.

In other horse news, it was reported that Happy Dancer so was not being treated for his horse's injury. Happy Dancer, 9, ridden by George Allen, nearly won the Jockey Classic at Laurel, but fell in the final turn, injuring his leg. Shoemaker also was banned during the incident.

Shoemaker was taken from a local hospital for X-rays, but apparently was not injured seriously. No return date was given.

Bill Shoemaker, 43, who had been riding for 31 years, became the third jockey to win five Belmont Stakes. However, it was his first win in the race since 1981. He was the first jockey to win five races in one day last year.

The Daily Iowan, Dick Wilson.
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Los Angeles (UPI) — The Houston Astros, on the brink of one of the greatest collapses in baseball history last week, defied the odds again Tuesday and hung on to win the National League West title.

Gusty winds gave the National League Championship Series a surreal flavor, with Dodger Stadium playing host to the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim in a weather-related West League West playoff.

Houston avoided collapse, winning NL West

By Claudia Raymond

Smiles are hallmarks when a child is well taken care of. And that care is now taking form as a new facility has been successful in helping children.

"The YVY is a program that allows a child to feel safe and give someone a little companionship and support," said Betsy Albert, UI director. "The YVY’s unique director is Dr. Ronald Smith, who is a former priest and volunteers a lot about themselves. The program has a goal with the children.

The YVY program works with groups of girls. The groups are taught to work together and to develop skills. The groups are around ten in each session, although group activities are planned from time to time.

The sessions are designed to last at least one year, or until the girl is ready for the program. The sessions start on campus. The YVY is funded by the UI’s Recreation Activities.

NCAA athletes, youth join for smiles

By Claudia Raymond

Smiles are hallmarks when a child is well taken care of. And that care is now taking form as a new facility has been successful in helping children.

"The YVY is a program that allows a child to feel safe and give someone a little companionship and support," said Betsy Albert, UI director. "The YVY’s unique director is Dr. Ronald Smith, who is a former priest and volunteers a lot about themselves. The program has a goal with the children.

The YVY program works with groups of girls. The groups are taught to work together and to develop skills. The groups are around ten in each session, although group activities are planned from time to time.

The sessions are designed to last at least one year, or until the girl is ready for the program. The sessions start on campus. The YVY is funded by the UI’s Recreation Activities.